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Abstract 
The paper deals with weak approximations of stochastic differential equations of It8 type, where convergence rates of 
the approximate solutions are shown using E 11. 11 &, T,r p E [2, co). The rates can also be interpreted as rates for the LP 
Wasserstein metrics, p E [ 1, co), between the distributions of exact and approximate solutions. The two approximation 
schemes considered are a combination of the time discretization methods of Euler and Milshtein with a chance 
discretization based on the invariance principle, and they work on a grid constructed to tune both discretizations. 
Keywords: Stochastic differential equations; Discrete approximation; Convergence rates; Invariance principle 
0. Introduction 
This paper is designed to approximate the solution of a multi-dimensional stochastic differential 
equation (sde) of It8 type. The methods investigated here are based on the evaluation of the drift 
and diffusion coefficients in grid points, and they combine the time discretization of the side-as 
done for instance by the stochastic analogue of Euler’s method-with the discretization of the 
stochastic input, the Wiener process. This combination of time and chance discretization is 
necessary for a computer simulation of the solution of the It6 sde. Another idea for discretizing 
such sde without using the Wiener process can be found in [ 18,251 and is based on the approach of 
Doss [2] and Sussmann [24] who use a partial and an ordinary differential equation for 
constructing a pathwise solution of the sde, i.e., a pathwise convergence in the supremum norm is 
considered. Also convergence of time discrete schemes w.r.t. the mean square of the difference of 
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exact and approximate solution in the end point was investigated (e.g., [15,18,17]) as well as 
simulation strategies for functionals of the solution in the end point (e.g., [26]). A broad survey 
over various approximations of solutions for sde’s is given in the monograph [ll]. Platen [19] 
gives convergence orders of time discrete approximations-constructed via the stochastic Taylor 
expansion-w.r.t. the mean square of the supremum norm. The methods of order one and two 
considered there (the stochastic Euler method [ 14) and Milshtein’s method [ 151) will be the basis 
of the methods considered in the present paper. Together with these time discretizations we will 
discretize the Wiener process and estimate the distance between the distribution of the exact 
solution and the distributions of the approximate solutions-all solutions being referred to as 
random variables with values in a space of continuous functions. Janssen [9] gave results how the 
bounded-Lipschitz metric (see [3]) between the distributions of the value, taken in the nth grid 
point, of exact and approximate solutions of this type can be estimated by the accuracy of the 
approximation of the Wiener process. Using the approach of Doss and Sussmann, RSmisch and 
Wakolbinger [21] show the Lipschitz dependence of the change of the solution on the change of 
the stochastic input process, both pathwise in the supremum norm or other distances. 
Kanagawa [lo] used a method derived from the stochastic Euler method by replacing the 
increments of the Wiener process by other “simpler” i.i.d. random variables: He uses Lp Wasser- 
stein metrics (p 2 2) between the distributions of exact and approximate solutions, thus achieving 
convergence rates. (For a broad survey on probability metrics see [20], on Lp Wasserstein metrics 
see, e.g., [7,5]). We use the same metrics, but generalize the method of Kanagawa. For that we use 
as a basis the stochastic Euler method (El) (proposed in [14]) and Milshtein’s method (Ml) 
(proposed in [15]) having order 1 and 2, respectively, with respect to the mean square of the 
supremum norm of the difference between exact and approximate solution. Since these methods 
use values of the drift and diffusion coefficients and of the Wiener process only in grid points tk, the 
order 2 is optimal, as shown in [ 11. The orders of (El) and (Ml)’ ( w.r.t. the same metric) are proved 
in [19], as well as higher orders for methods using also iterated integrals of the Wiener process. 
After having given the corresponding notations and definitions in Section 1, we shall prove 
estimates for the mean of the pth power (p 3 2) of the supremum norm of the difference between the 
exact solution and the solution of (El) and (Ml)‘, respectively, in Section 2. While in (El) and (Ml) 
the Wiener process is interpolating the solution between the grid points tk, we construct the 
methods (E2) and (M2) by smoothening the Wiener process using piecewise linear and continuous 
interpolation over a finer grid consisting of points u: inserted between tk and tk+ i, respectively. 
Section 3 states an estimate for the aforementioned distance between the solutions of (El) and (E2), 
and (Ml)’ and (M2), respectively. All methods mentioned so far discretize only in time, i.e. only the 
differential equation itself. The methods (E3) and (M3) use instead of the increments of the Wiener 
process between neighbouring uf other “simpler” i.i.d. random variables. In Section 4 an estimate 
w.r.t. the Lp Wasserstein metric between the distributions of the solutions of (E2) and (E3), and 
(M2) and (M3), respectively, is shown. Here the discretization of the Wiener process is done. Using 
the results of Sections 2-4, we can obtain an order w.r.t. the Lp Wasserstein metric between the 
distributions of the exact solution and the solutions of (E3) and (M3), respectively. This is done in 
Section 5, followed by a reasonable tuning of the orders achieved in Sections 2-4, which gives 
actually a rule for how fine the grid consisting of the points u: should be chosen in dependence of 
the grid consisting of the points tk. Thus, a higher order as in [lo] is achieved, but also our methods 
need significantly less computations of the drift and diffusion coefficients of the sde. 
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1. Preliminaries 
We consider a stochastic differential equation of It6 type written in integral form: 
f’ f’ 
(1) x(t) - x0 = J b(x(s)) ds + to J Q@(S)) dw(s) to 
= 
s 
t b(x(s))ds + 5 
s 
’ q(X(S))dwj(S), TV COO, Tl, XO E Rd, 
to j=l t. 
where w =(wl,...,wJT is a q-dimensional standard Wiener process, bE C(Rd; Rd), and 
CJ E C(Rd; 9(Rq; Rd)), and where oj E C(Rd; Rd), j = 1, . . . , q, denote the columns of the matrix 
function d = (6r, . . . , aq). 
Here and in the sequel we denote by C and C’ spaces of continuous and i times differentiable 
functions, respectively, and by 9 spaces of linear mappings. By II*II we shall denote the Euclidean 
norm on R” (no N) and the corresponding induced norm on a space 3. For any random variable 
(T.v.) c mapping a probability space (G?,&,P) into a separable metric space (X,d) with the Bore1 
o-algebra S?(X), the notation D(c) shall mean the distribution PO 5-l induced on X by [. P(X) 
shall be the set of all Bore1 probability measures on X. 
The case that b and Q explicitly depend on the time t can be written in the form (I) by taking t as 
another component of x. A direct treatment of this case follows the same lines as in this paper and is 
carried out-for equidistant grids and bounded b and o-in [4]. It allows to relax eventually 
required second order differentiability w.r.t. t in the present paper to first order differentiability 
w.r.t. t. For p E [ 1, co) we define a metric IV, on the set J&$,(X) := { ,D E P(X): j,(d(x, e))pdp(x) < co, 
&X} by 
IV, ( p, v) := 
[ s 
inf (0, Y))” d?(x, Y) 
xxx 1 l/P (Pu, v E 4(X)), 
where the infimum is taken over all measures q E 9(X x X) with marginal distributions p and v. IV, 
is called Lp Wasserstein metric and has the properties of a metric on Mp(X) (see [7]). With respect 
to these metrics the following theorem from [lo] states a convergence result for a sequence of 
approximations to the solution x of (I) which are constructed over equidistant grids using both the 
stochastic Euler method and a substitution of the Wiener process increments between grid points 
by other i.i.d. T.v.3 (which are for instance easier to generate on a computer). 
Theorem 1.1 (Kanagawa). Let {C”, k = 1, . . . , N} a set of bounded i.i.d. q-dimensional r.v.‘s with mean 
value 0 and covariance matrix I, (unit matrix), with finite (2 + 6)th absolute moments for some 
6 E (0, 11, and with a quadratically integrable density. Zf b and o are Lipschitz continuous, then the 
method 
MO) = x0, 
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converges for any E > i and every p E [2,2 + 6) at the rate 
w,(D(jN), D(x)) = O(N-“/2(2+6)(ln N)“) for N + GO. 
This idea of joint discretization w.r.t. time and chance (earlier considered also in [9], see Section 
0 of the present paper) gave rise to the following construction leading to the definitions of the 
approximate solutions (E3) and (M3). 
In the sequel we shall use, depending on our needs, the following general assumptions concern- 
ing (I): 
(Vl) There exists a constant M > 0 such that for all j = 1, . . . , q and x E Rd, 
IIWII G MU + Ilxll) and II~j(x)I/ GM. 
(V2) There exists a constant L > 0 such that for all j = 1, . . . , q and x, y E lRd, 
II 44 - b(Y) II G L II x - Y II and Il~j(x)--j(Y)II ~LIIx-YII. 
(V3) b,GjEC2(Rd; Rd),j= l,..., q, and there exists a constant B > 0 such that for all j = 1, . . . , q 
and x, y E Rd, 
llb’b) - b’(yNl G Bllx -Y II and ll~$> - oJ(Y)II d Bllx -Y II. 
(V2)’ b,~j~EC2(Rd; Rd), j= l,..., q, and there exists a constant L > 0 such that for all j = 1, . . . , q 
and x E Rd, 
II b’(x)11 < L and il+II < L. 
(V3)’ There exists a constant B > 0 such that for all j = 1, . . . , q and x E Rd 
sup{b”(x)[h, k]: h, kE Rd, II h /I d 1, I/k II d l} d B, 
sup{c$‘(x)[h, k]: h, kE Rd, II h II < 1, II k II d l> < B. 
(V4) CTjfJj = O>Oi for all i, j = 1, . . . , 4. 
Obviously, (V2)’ A (V3)’ and (V2) A (V3) are equivalent. (Vl) and (V2) secure existence and 
uniqueness of the solution of (I), both in the strong sense (see [6]). The boundedness of aj in (Vl) 
seems to be essential for the proof of Theorem 4.4. 
The construction of the approximate solutions in Theorem 1.1 shall be generalized by consider- 
ing-instead of one equidistant grid for both time and chance discretization-a not necessarily 
equidistant coarse grid for the time discretization and a fine grid, being a refinement of the former, 
for the chance discretization via the invariance principle which yields a lower convergence speed 
than the time discretization. To this end, we consider a grid class %@,A, cc,/?). Here let 
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m : (0, T - to] + [ 1, co) be a monotonously decreasing function and let /1, cc, p > 0 be constants. 
Then each element G of %(m,/i,a,fi) is constructed in the following way and has the following 
properties: G consists of two kinds of grid points: 
??the time discretization points tk, k = 0, . . . , II, with 
to < t1 < *.. < t, = T and 
??the chance discretization points u:, i = 0, ,.. , mk, k = 0, . . . , n - 1, with 
Hence, G is a combination of a coarse subgrid consisting of all points tk relevant for the pure time 
discretization (see Section 2) and of a fine grid consisting of all points uf needed for the discretiz- 
ation of the Wiener process (see Section 4). Denote by 
hk:=tk+l-tk, k=O,...,n-1, and h:= IllaX hk 
OGkQn- 1 
the step sizes and the maximal step size of the coarse subgrid. Now G is required to satisfy the 
following assumptions: 
(Gl)h.n<nandnEN,h<l; 
(G2)1dmk<m(h)“andm,~Nforallk=0,...,n-1; 
(G3) u:-~~_~=hk/mk<fih/m(h)fOrallk=O ,..., n-l,i=l,..., mk. 
Here (Gl) restricts the number of intervals of the coarse subgrid with given h which is bounded 
by 1 only for convenience (in order to write simpler upper bounds later). (G2) and (G3) say that 
each interval of the coarse subgrid is subdivided in an equidistant way by the points ~4, both the 
number of the subdivisions and the step size of the full grid being bounded by functions of h. As an 
example, it is easy to see that all equidistant grids which have also an equidistant coarse subgrid 
and satisfy mk = [m(h)], k = 0, . . . , n - 1, belong to 9(m, T - to, 1,2). 
For a grid G of 9(m, /1, CI, p) we define 
[tlG:= tk and iG(t):= k, if tE[tk,tk+& k = 0 ,..., IZ - 1, 
[t]g:=uF iftE[u:,u:+r),i=O ,..., mk-1, k=O ,..., n-l. 
We construct the approximate solutions in (E3) and (M3) in three steps. The first step is a pure time 
discretization using the stochastic Euler method (El) (see [14]) and the method (Ml) correspond- 
ing to Milshtein’s method (Ml)’ (see [15]). Here only the coarse subgrid is involved. 
t 
(El) YE(t) = xo + s ’ ~(~EK&)W + i s ~j(.YE(Cslc)) dwj(s) for all t E [to, Tl, fo j=l to 
(Ml) y”(t) = xo + s t Wy”(C&))ds + i I 
’ dY”(bld)d’%(S) 
to k=l to 
+i 
t s 
ss 
(tT;CJj)(y”( [SIC)) dWj(U) dWk(S) for all t E [to, T]. 
j=l to [SIC 
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If (V4) holds and 8 := b - fcT= 1 Q)Cj> (Ml) is equivalent to the following method (Ml)’ proposed 
by Milshtein [15]. This equivalence is an immediate consequence of Ito’s formula. 
it(t) - 1 
(Ml)’ Y”@) = x0 + c G(Y”(tr)) + bY”(DIG)N - CtlG) 
r=O 
+ jiI [ “:$i’ cj(Y”(tr))(Wj(tr+ 1) - wj(tr)) + oj(Y”(CtlG))(wj(t) - wj(CtlG)I] 
14 rice) - 1 
+;.g ,,9_ 1 1 rTo (Q)~~B)(YM(tr))(Wj(tr+ 1) - wj(tr))(wg(tr+ 1) - wg(tr)) 
+ (aS~q)(Y”([tIG))(Wj(t) - Wj(CtIG))(Wg(t) - Wg([tlc)) 1 for all tE [to, ‘U. 
In the second step, a continuous and piecewise linear interpolation of the trajectories in (El) and 
(Ml) between the points of the whole fine grid yields the methods (E2) and (M2), respectively. 
(E2) FE be continuous, and linear in the intervals [us... i,u:], i = 1, . . . , mk, k = 0, . . . , n - 1, with 
yE(u:) = y”(u”), i = 0, . . . , mk, k = 0, . . . , y1 - 1, 
(M2) JM be continuous, and linear in the intervals [u:_ i,u:], i = 1, . . . , mk, k = 0, . . . , n - 1, with 
y”“(u”) = y”(z&, i = 0, . . . , mk, k = 0, . . . , n - 1. 
In the third step, the Wiener process increments over the fine grid are replaced by other i.i.d. 
r.v.‘s: Let ~LEP([W) be a measure with mean value 0 and variance 1, and let 
{~$:j=l,..., &s=l,..., m&k=0 ,..., n-l} 
be a family of i.i.d. r.v.‘s with distribution D(tyi) = ,u, 
Then we can define the following methods (E3) and (M3) yielding continuous, and between 
neighbouring grid points linear, trajectories: 
Z”(U$ = x0, 
k-l 
z”(t$) = x0 + c h,b(zE(t,)) + hk* ; b(ZE(tk)) 
(E3) 
r=O 
cj(ZE(tk)) i 6fis . 1 .V=l 
for all i = 1, . . . , mk; k = 0, . . . , n - 1; 
z”(u$ = ~0, and for 6:= b -i i ajoj, 
j-l 
k-l 
Z”(Uf) = X0 + c h,&Z”(t,)) + hk. ; &Z”@k)) 
r=O 
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(M3) 
aj(z"(tk)) i C!S 1 s=l 
foralli=l)...) mk; k=O )...) n-1. 
For this last step, the Wiener process w and the r.v.‘s lj”i will have to be defined anew on 
a common probability space. The following three sections investigate the convergence rates w.r.t. 
the norm E SUP~,,<~< T 11 * IIp for C([to, T]; Rd)-valued r.v.‘s in each of the three steps. 
For convenience we shall denote throughout the whole paper by K any constant depending 
only on p, the considered grid class, and on the data of the original sde (I). This means, K does 
not depend on the particular grid. Moreover, K may have different values at different occur- 
rences. 
The theorems in the sequel will be formulated for an arbitrary fixed grid G of the grid class 
9(m, A, c(, fi). Therefore G fulfils (Gl)-(G3) with the construction above. 
2. Time discretization 
The main result in this section is Theorem 2.6 which gives rates for the convergence of the 
approximate solutions in (El) and (M 1)’ against the solution of (I). Its proof shall use lemmas which 
are stated below. The first one provides the multi-dimensional Hiilder inequality in both continu- 
ous and discrete shape: 
Lemma 2.1 (Hiilder’s inequality). (a) Let PE [l, co), s < t, and let g : [s, t] + Rd, g(u) = (g,(u), . . . , 
gd(u))T (u E [s, t]), be a Bore1 measurablefunction such that 1 gi Ip is Lebesgue integrable ouer [s, t] for 
i=l , . . . , d. Then t 
IIS I/ P 
t 
g(u) du < (t - s)P- l s IId411Pdu. s s 
(b) Letp~[l,cO)undui~Rdforulli=l,...,r. Then 
II I/ i ui i=l ’ 6 rp- ’ jl 11 Ui II’* 
Proof. (a) For d = 1, the assertion follows immediately from HGlder’s inequality with factors g and 
1, and exponents p and p/(p - l), respectively. 
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For d > 1, we use the one-dimensional inequality for the functions gi, i = 1, . . . , d, and 11 g j12: 
~~~~‘g(~)d~~~=(~~[~~g~(~)dU]i)P2~((t-~)~~~~[gi(~)l2d~)sl2 
= (t - q/2 (j; lld4112d~~2 W--s)P-’ [; lld41Pdu. 
(b) This assertion follows from (a), writing CT= 1 as 1: with the function a(u) = ai for u E (i - 1, i], 
i=l > “‘, r. Cl 
The next lemma will be used in the proof of Lemma 2.3. 
Lemma 2.2. Let al, . . . , a, E R be nonnegative and p E [ 1, co). Then 
Proof. One may divide each Ui by I;= 1 uk > 0 which makes the inequality obvious. 0 
The main tools for the proof of Theorem 2.6 are the multi-dimensional martingale inequalities 
which the following lemma contains in both continuous and discrete shape. Its proof will be 
a generalization of the one-dimensional case (see [S, 221, respectively). 
Lemma 2.3. Let p E [2, co). Then there exist constants C,, A, > 0 such that the following assertions 
hold: 
(a) Let (w(t), @3t)),,[,,Pl be a one-dimensional standard Wiener process over the probability space 
(a, &, P). Then for every function g = ( gl, . . . , gd) : [a, fl] x 52 + Rd with the properties 
(i) g(.,o) is square-integrable over [a,/31 for almost all a~&?, 
(ii) g(u) = g(u;) is F(u)-measurable for all u E [cl, p], 
we have 
for all t E [a, fl]. 
(b) Let (MS,%),=~,...,, b e an Rd-valued martingale (i.e., each component is a martingale). Then 
with A MS := MS - MS _ 1 we have 
E sup II MS lip < dpi2-lApE 
OSsQr 
(j, lWsl12)lil. 
Proof. (a) Since for fii(t) := j: gi(u) dw(u), t E [a, j?], i = 1, . . . , d, are quadratically integrable con- 
tinuous martingales on [cr, /?I with quadratic variation (fii)(t) = ji [gi(u)12 du we have the follow- 
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ing inequality (see [S, Ch. III, Par. 3, Theorem 3.11): 
EZZP,, 111 Si(u)dW(U)(p d CpE (j: Ccc,012d~)*2 
for all t E [or, 81, i = 1, . . . , d, and with some constant C, > 0. This yields, together with Lemma 
2.1(b) and Lemma 2.2: 
< dPi2 - 1 CpE ( il 11 Cgi(u)12du)li2 
for all t E [cc, /3]. 
< dp’2-‘CpE II~bl12du -’ 
dl ) 
(b) LetM,=(M,‘,..., Mt),s=O ,..., r,anddMt:=Mi- 
for i = l,..., d, we have (see [22, Ch. VII, Par. 3, (19)]): 
This yields, together with Lemma 2.1(b) and Lemma 2.2: 
p’2 
d 
6 dp12-lE max C IMiIp 
OQS~r i=l 
MkP1,i=l ,..., d,s=l,..., r.Then, 
d dp12-‘APE jl (jl (AM:)2r2 d dpli-‘ApE(& !I (dMj)2r2 
d d’“-‘A,E(jl ,,dM,,,“r’. 0 
A direct consequence of the Lemmas 2.3 and 2.1, parts (a) and (b), respectively, is the following 
Corollary 2.4. Let PE [2,00). Then there exist constants C,, A, > 0 such that 
(a) under the assumptions of Lemma 2.3(a)for all t E [cr, /3] 
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(b) under the assumptions of Lemma 2.3(b) 
E O~;:, )I MS 11 p d A, (dr)P” - ‘E 
. . 
Also for Gronwall’s lemma we need-besides its original shape-a discrete analogue. 
Lemma 2.5 (Gronwall’s lemma). (a) Let f : [to, T] + [0, co) be a continuous function and cl, c2 be 
positive constants. If for all t E [to, T] 
s t f(t) G cl + c2 f (s)ds to 
then 
sup f(t) d cIeCz(T-to). 
t,GtQT 
(b) Let ao, . . . , a,, and cl, c2 be nonnegative real numbers. If for all k = 0, . . . , n, 
a Cc k\ 1 i then max ai < clecz. 
OdiQn 
Proof. (a) Known. 
(b) Define dk:= cl + c2(l/n)CfZt ai for k = 0, . . . , n. Then for k = 0, . . . , n we have 
dk-dk-1=~ak-ld%dk_landthUSdkg l+; dk-l< l+; do< l+; ( C’) ( “‘>* ( ‘I> cl. 
Since the sequence (1 + cz/n)” is increasing and’ convergent to ecZ for n + co, we have 
maxoQiQnai < maxoQiQndi 6 clecz. 0 
Now we can prove the following convergence result for the time discretization step. For p = 2 it 
was proved in [19]-we prove a generalization to the case p E [2, oo), but using quite similar 
techniques. 
Theorem 2.6. Let p E [2, 00). Then, 
(a) (Vl) and (V2) imply 
E sup 11 x(t) - YE(t) /P < K - hp’2, 
t,btST 
(b) (Vl), (V2) and (V3) imply 
E sup II x(t) - y”(t)(lp G Km hp. 
toQtQT 
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Proof. First, we observe the boundedness of the pth moment of the solution in (I): With Corollary 
2.4(a) and Lemma 2.1(a), (b) and (Vl) we get for all TV [to, T] 
< K 1 + 
( s 
’ E Ilb(x(u))IIPdu + 2 
fo j=l 
and with Lemma 2.5(a) 
E sup 11x(t) IIp d K. 
1,QtlT 
IIb(x(u))/IPdu + i E 
j=l 
EII ~.(X(U)) llPdu 
(1) 
(a) Using the definitions (I) and (El), we split the following difference for t E [to, T]: 
x(t) - yE@) = 
s 
t CWM) - WCslc))l ds + 
s 
’ CWCslc)) - WEKsldl ds 
fo to 
+? 1s 
t C(Jj(X(S)) - ~(x(CsIG))Idwj(s) + t [oi(X([Slc)) - oj(~E(~s~G))~dWj(S) 
j=l to s to 
=:51(t) + &(t) + f {J3j(t) + Jaj(t)}* (2) 
j=l 
Now for all t E [to, T] Lemma 2.1(a) and (V2) imply 
s ’ EIO;;~l IlJ~(r)ll~ Q (T - b)p-lLp E II 4s) - X([Slc) Ilpds, (3) . fo 
E sup IIJz(dllP G (T - to)p-lLp [’ Ellx([s]G) - yE([s]G)IIPds 
t,<r<t J to 
’ G K s fo 
E ,,;~~, II 44 - YE(U) IIp ds . 
as well as Corollary 2.4(a) and (V2) imply 
E sup II J3j(Y) II’ d K s ’ Ellxb) - X([SIc)lIP‘b r,<r<t fo 
l-t 
E SUP II J-tj(r) II’ G K J EII~CSIG) - yE(CslG)IIPds tc)<r=st to 
G K s t J$y, IIW - yEWllpds. kl . 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
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Here, with Lemma 2.1(b), (a), Corollary 2.4(a), (Vl) and (1) it holds for all s E [to, T] that 
i s 
’ Ellb(x(u))IIPdu + i hpi2-l 
s 
’ dK hP-’ Ell~j(x(u))IIPdu 
[SIG j=l [SIC 
IIx(t)llP d K.hp’2. 
Summarizing (2)-(7), we get for all TV [to, T] that 
Ero~~t IlxW - Y~WII~ G K . Ero:;yt IIJd911P + E SUP IIJ2(rHp . t,QrQt 
+ I? 
j=l 
Eto~~~t llJ3j(r)llp + Etoyv~t lIJ4j(r)llp 
. . II 
<K E sup I/ x(u) - y”(u) llPds + hp’2 
t,su<s 
and with Lemma 2.5(a) the assertion follows. 
(b) Using It& formula for b and crk, k = 1, . . . , q, we obtain for tE [to, T] 
x(t) - x0 = 
s 
t b(x(s))ds + 5 
fo s 
t 444) dw,h) 
k=l t,, 
s ’ = btx(L-slc))ds + to (b’b)(x(u)) + i ,i b”[Gj, cj](x(U)) J-1 
+i 
t s 
ss 
(b’Cj)(x(u)) dwj(u) ds 
j= 1 t, [SIG +i ~ktXt[SIG))dwk(S) 
k=l 
+ i i ~i’C~j,~jI(X(U)) dudWk(S) 
j-l 
With the notations 
fb:= b’b + ~ ,~ b"[aj, oj] : [Wd ~ [Wd, 
J-1 
f,:=a;b +k i o~[~j,~j]:[Wd+OBd, k= l,...,q, 
j-l 
(7) 
(8) 
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and with (Ml) and (8) we have for t E [to, T] 
’ x(t) - ~~(0 = s CWCSIG)) - W"Wc))l ds to t s 
+ ss 4 ts fbC44)duds + C t,) [SIC ss (b’cj)(x(u)) dwj(u) ds j= 1 to [SIG 
+i 
IS 
’ Cd4Cslc)) - ~d~~K&))l dwb) + :, 
k=l to ss 
1. LJWWdwc(4 
+i 
t s 
ss 
C(~‘/xoj)(x(u)) - (~i~j)(Y”(CUIG))I dwj(u)dwk(s) 
j= 1 to [SIG 
=:11(t) + IX(~) + i 13j(t) + i 14k(t) f 15ktt) + i z6kj(t) * 
j=l k=l j= 1 
Similarly to (4) and (6), it holds that for all t E [to, T] 
E sup I/ II(~) 11’ + i Eto:;ct /114ktr) tip G K 
t 
E sup II x(u) - y”(u) lIPds. 
t,<r<t k=l . s fo tosuQs 
The next estimates follow with Lemma 2.1, (Vl)-(V3) and (1) for all UE [to, T]: 
Ellh(x(u))IIP d K 
r 
E/I(b’b)(~(u))Il~ +$ j~l~ll~“~~~~~~l~~~~~~llp 
< K 
i 
LPMPE(l + 11 x(u) II)” + 6 BpMzp 
d K{l + Ellx(u)llP} < K 
and, thus, t s 
E sup /112(r)llP <(T - t,,)p-lhp-’ ss EIIf,(x(u))I(Pduds d K.hP tasrst to [SIG 
for t E [to, T]. Completely the same way leads for all t E [to, T] via 
E II _L&W) II’ d K 
using Corollary 2.4(a) and Lemma 2.1(a), to t s 
E sup 11 lsk(r) lip d K. hP- ’ ss Ellf,(x(u))llPduds d K*hP t,sr,<t t, [SIG 
(9) 
(10) 
,’ 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
for all t~[t~,T] and k= l,..., 4. Defining gj(u):= (b’Gj)(X(U)), j = 1, . . . , 4, we get 
r s 
s s I/ 
P 
Eto:~~t II13jCr) II’ = E gj(U)dwj(U)ds + [I [l gj(U)dwj(U)ds 
rG IG 
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n-l I s 
+ 1 E sup 
i=O tisrsr,+, lls s P gj (U) dwj (u) ds fi ti II (14) 
forallj= l,..., q; t E [to, T]. Obviously, by 
gj(U)dwj(U)ds, i=O,...,n; j= 1, ***>q> 
a martingale w.r.t. the filtration Fi:= F((ti), i = 0, . . . , n, is defined, where 9(s) is the a-algebra 
generated by {w(u), u < s>. Indeed, we have 
t,-I s 
E(S{IPi-I)= s s fi gj(U)dwj(U)ds + E to [SIC s (s s gj(U)dwj(U)lFi-1 ti- 1 fi-I 
since M s:=j:, g u j( )d j( ) w u is an F(s)-martingale. Then Corollary 2.4(b) gives us 
Eo<y+ IIS#’ < K.~I~‘~-~ i E))Si - Sj_lllp. (15) 
. . i=l 
Here, because of Lemma 2.1 (a), Corollary 2.4(a), (V2) and (Vl), it follows that for i = 1, . . . , n; 
j= l,...,q, 
< K.hP+PiZ-2E 
II (b’q)(xW) II’ duds 
< K . /,3P/2 - 2J_,PMPh2 ,< K . h3P12. 
Analogously, for i = 0, . . . , II - 1 an estimate for the last term in (14) follows: r s 
E sup 
tiQl<ti+, IIJ s6 li gj(u)dwj(u)dsI[ < hpelE jtr’ )/jIgj(u)dWj(u)I/lds 
(16) 
(17) < K - h3p12, 
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Summarizing (14)-(17) with (Gl) we have for j = 1, . . . ,q; TV [to, T], 
E SUP I( 13j(T) 11’ < K np/‘- l i h3p/2 + “t’ h3p/2 
t0srst i i=l i=O 
< K{np/2hp/2 + nhpi2}hp 
< K(A p’2 + A(T - to) P12-lfhP < K.hP. (18) 
We get with Corollary 2.4(a) for k, j = 1, . . . , q; TV [to, T], using the notation ckj(u):= 
(ciaj)(X(U)) - (oi~.)(.Y”(CUIG)) (UE COO, Tl), 
t s 
E SUP II Gkj(T) 11’ < K ’ E 
s 11s 
ckj(U) dwj(u) ’ ds 
t,<r<t to [SIG /I t s 
< K.hPiz-1 ss E /I Ckj(U) 11’ du ds. (19) f” [SIG 
Here, with Lemma 2.1(b), (Vl) and (V2)-and, thus, the Lipschitz continuity of O;Oj with the 
constant BM + L2- and (7) we get that 
EIlCkj(~)ll~ G K{Ell(~h~j)(X(~)) - (~;i~.)(x(Cul~))ll” 
+ E II (OL~j)(x(CUlc)) - (06gj)(y”(CUlG)) II”) 
d K(BM + L2) {E II 44 - x(Culc) lip + E II x(Culc) - Y”(C&) II”) 
G Wp’2 + E II x(Culc) - Y~(C&II”) 
for k, j = 1, . . . , q, u E [to, T]. (19) and (20) imply 
t 
E sup II 16kjtr) II P < K hpi2 
i s 
E sup 11x(u) - y”(U)llpds + hP 
t,srst to to<u<s 
(20) 
(21) 
fork,j=l,..., q,tE[to,T]. 
Summarizing (9)-( 1 l), (13) (18) and (21) we finally get 
E sup II x(r) - y”(r) Ilp d K 
t,s*<t 
E sup II x(u) - y”(u) Il”ds + hP , 
tosu<s 
and with Gronwall’s lemma (Lemma 2.5(a)) assertion (b) follows. 0 
3. Refined time discretization with interpolation 
Here, the solutions in (El) and (Ml)‘-which behave like the Wiener process between two 
neighbouring points tk_ 1 and tk of the coarse subgrid of G-are smoothened by linear interpola- 
tion with vertices in all grid points of G, that means in all ~4. This will be the contents of 
Theorem 3.4, and for its proof we need the following three lemmas. 
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Lemma 3.1. Let Vi, i = 1, . . . , r, be i.i.d. standard-normally distributed real-valued r.v.‘s. Then for all 
PE C% a) 
Proof. Obviously, the proof can be restricted to the case r > 2. Let x(H) take the values 1 and 0 if 
the statement H is true or false, respectively. Then we have 
+ E x l~f:V IDi]’ > 4P(lnr)p’2 
(i 
lvil’ 
. . 
< 4P(ln r)pi2 + i E (x {Iujl” = ~~~~ I~iIp~l~jIp > 4p(lnr)PlzjlvjIp) 
j=l 
< 4P(lnr)p’2 + i E(x{lVjl” > 4P(ln r)pi2} I Vjl”) 
j=l 
= 4P(ln r)Pi2 + rE(X{ Iv1 Ip > 4P(ln r)p/2} /VI 1”) 
m 
= 4P(ln r)pi2 + r fi 
s 
xp exp( -x2/2) dx 
4JG 
s co = 4P(ln r)pi2 1 + r J%iGjG y(P-1)/2r-8Y dy 1 
after substituting x = 46 A. Now it suffices to show that the term in the brackets has an 
upper bound independent of r. Indeed, using r-3y’2 < r-3’2 and r-13y’2 < exp( -y) for y > 1 and \ 
r 2 2, we get 
y’p- Wr-13Y/2 dy < y(p- l)” exp( - y) dy 
and the lemma is proved. 0 
Lemma 3.2. Let (G(t)),,[,O, mI be a one-dimensional standard Wiener process and x a standard- 
normally distributed random variable. Then, for z. < a < a <co, the random variables 
JGF3 SUP,<t<l, (G(t) - G(a)) and 1x1 h ave the same distribution. 
Proof. This assertion follows with the scale and shift invariance properties of the Wiener process 
and a corollary to LCvy’s formula (see [6, p. 3521). 0 
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Lemma 3.3. Let a0 < a, < ... < a, be a partition of [ao, a,] with maximal step size A := maxoSiSr- 1 
(ai+ i - Q) d (~(t))t,[,,,,,] a one-dimensional standard Wiener process. Then for PE [2, co), 
E max SUP II?(t) - G(Ui)j p < K. Ap12(1 + In r)p’2. 
OQiGr-1 aiQt<~,+, 
Proof. Fori=O,..., r - 1 it is obvious that 
SUP 1$(t) - G(Ui)IP < ( SUP (G(t) - G(ai)) ’ + aiQt<a,+, a:QtQa,+, > ( ui$~,+I (fi(ai) - G(t)) > ‘. 
Then, since both suprema on the right-hand side have identical measures because of the invariance 
of the Wiener measure w.r.t. inversion of the trajectories at the time axis, the assertion follows 
immediately with Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. 0 
Now upper bounds for the LP-norm of the differences between the approximate solutions in (El) 
and (E2), and in (Ml)’ and (M2), respectively, can be obtained. 
Theorem 3.4. Let p E [2, co). Then 
(a) (Vl) and (V2) imply 
E sup II y”(t) - FE(t) IIp d K 
to<tsYr 
(&r’(l +ln(F)>,,; 
(b) (Vl)-(V4) imply 
E sup I/ y”(t) - jj”(t) Ilp d K 
t,<tsr 
(--&r’2(1 +ln(F)rl’. 
Proof. (a) First we consider the process YE with FE(to) = x0, jE(uf) = jjE(z$), YE(t) = j”(uf_ I) for 
tE[uf_l,uf)(k=O ,..., n-l;i=l,..., mk). Then, with Lemma 2.1(b), (Vl), Lemma 3.3, (G2) and 
(G3), we have 
E SUP II y”(t) - YE(t) 11' 
toQtsT 
d K b t,IJz, //S,:,, b(YE([tl~))dsl~ + jl Eto~~~T /I oj(YE(Ctlc)) S,:,, dwj(s) II”) 
d K E sup C(t - CWPMP(l + II y”(Ctlc) II”)1 
to<tST 
+ MP i E max SUP 1 Wj(t) - Wj(Uf)l” 
j=l OQkQn-1 u:Qt<uf+, 
O<i<m*- 1 
1 
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hk 0 PI2 max - (1 + ln(n.m(h)a))p12 jzx1 OX <kGn-1 mk 
PI2 
(1 + In n + In m(h))p’2. (22) 
Since we have by Minkovski’s inequality that 
( E sup IIYE(~)/lP > ( 1/P G fodtQT E,,WT II x(t) - y”(t) llP)lln + (” sup I/ x(t) ll p lip, t,<tQT ) 
where the right-hand side is bounded because of Theorem 2.6 and (l), it holds that 
E Wr II y”(t) lIP G K* 
Hence, by (22) and (Gl), 
(23) 
(1 + In n + In m(h))pi2 
(24) 
On the other hand, 
E sup II YE(t) - FE(t) II’ 
t,Qt<T 
=E max O<k<n_l Uk<“u~F+, IlYE@) - jE@)llp = E 
O<i&n-1 ” 
o<y:;_l IIy”“(d+1) - y”“bf)ll” 
OCi&- 1 
d E max sup IlyE - ~“(4ll” = E sup IlyE - ~E(NIp. 
O<k<n-1 u;<t~uf+~ 
(25) 
foQZQT 
OQiQmk- 1 
Now, with (24) and (25) we have 
E sup ll~“@) - y”E@II p d K E sup /I y”(t) - jE(t) lip + E sup I( jE(t) - j”(t) lip 
t,Ct<T { foQfQT fo6t<T 1 
< K.E sup IlyE -YE(t) tO<tQT 
(b) As in (a), we first consider the process FM defined by 
jM(to) = x0, y”(U:) = j”(z$), j”(t) = y”(U:- 1) 
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fortEIUf_l,Uf) (k=O ,..., n-l; i=l,..., m,),andwith 
6 = b -k ,i aJgj and djW(U,U):=Wj(U)-Wj(U) (j= l,...,q; u,vE[~~,T]) 
J-1 
we have, using method (Ml)‘, 
E ,,ge, II V”W - j”(t) IIP 
. 
4 
- diw([tlG, [tlE)Ajw([flG, CtlF)l II’ 
+ K i E SUP I~,W(C~IG, t)Ajw([tlG, t) - Aiw([tlG, [tlg)djw([tlG, Ctli$)I”, 
i,j= 1 t,st<rr 
analogously to (22)-(24), but having used the inequalities 
II$(x)I/ < K(l + Ilxll) (x~[W‘j) and E sup Ily”(~)llP d K. to<r<T 
(26) 
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, by the relations 
SUP IdWj([t]g, t)12p = max 
tOQt<T 
SUP IdWj(U~, t)12p, 
O<k<n-1 u:Qt<uf+, 
OdiQm.-1 
SUP ldwj([t]G, [t] i$)I”” G SUP Idwj([t]G, t)12p = max tO<t<T toQtQT suP ldwj(tk,t)12p, OQk=Sn- 1 tkQfCtk+, 
and by Lemma 3.3 and (G3) we obtain 
E sup foQrQT I dWi(CtlG, t)dwj(CtlG, t) - dwi([tlG, Ctl E)dwj([tlG, Ctl8)l" 
G K E sup IAwi([tlG, t)Cdwj([tlG, t) - Awj([tlG, Ctl Z)lI" t,<tsT- 
SUP Idwi([t]G, t)l” t,stCT 1 
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+ IZ SUP ldWi([t];lj, t)12p E 
t,s<f<<T 
SUP ldWj([t]c, [t]~)12” 
t,<t=ST 
hk PI2 
<K max h;” max - 0 + max 5 OQkQn-1 OskQn-1 mk 0 PI2 max OQkQn-1 mk h;” O<k\<n-1 
x(1 + Inn + lnm(h))p’2(1 + lnn)P” 
(1 + Inn + lnm(h))pi2(1 + lnn)pj2 
(27) 
where the last step is based on (Gl) and the boundedness of h(l + Inn) < h(1 + ln(A/h)). Now, (26) 
and (27) yield 
E so, II Y”(L) - Y”@) lip < K .(---&r’(l +ln(y)r2. 
Analogously to (29, it follows that 
E sup II Y”@) - y”“(t)lIP d E sup IIY”@) - ~“(t)I/p 
t,Qt6T to,Qt<T 
which, together with (28), gives us the estimate (b). 0 
(28) 
4. Chance discretization 
In this last discretization step the Wiener process increments shall be replaced by i.i.d. r.v.‘s with 
a given distribution p on R. But the corresponding results hold only in the weak sense, i.e., the 
Wiener process (and its increments between the points of G) and i.i.d. r.v.‘s rj”i can be defined on 
a common probability space such that the estimates hold. This applies to Theorem 4.4 being the 
main result in this section and Theorem 4.1 which was proved in [12,13] and provides the essential 
tool for the proof of Theorem 4.4. 
Theorem 4.1 (Komlos, Major, Tusnady). Let ,n E S(R) have the following properties: 
s 
a, 
s 
‘X2 
s 
m 
xd,u(x) = 0, x2 dp(x) = 1 and efX d,u (x) < co 
for all-t*with 11 t 11 < z, z > 0. m 
-CC 
(29) 
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Then there exist positive constants C, A,& only depending on p, and for each natural number s > 0 
two s-tuples (x1, . . . , x,) and (yl, . . . , y,), each consisting of i.i.d. real-valued r.v.‘s with D(xJ = p and y, 
being standard-normally distributed, such that for each a > 0 
P(~:~~l~~(xi-yi)l>Clns+a)<Ae-““. 
For translating this estimate into an estimate with the distance used in the previous sections, we 
need the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.2. Assume, there exist constants C, A, i > 0 with AC > 1 and for any two natural numbers 
r, s 2 1 an r-tuple (aI,,, . . . ,6,,,) of i.i.d. po SE ‘tive real-valued r.v.‘s satisfying 
P(J1,, > Clns + a) < Ae-‘” for all a > 0. (30) 
Then for each p E [2, co) there exists a constant Mp > 0 such that for all natural r, s > 1 
E max St, d M,(l + lnr + lns)P. 
lQi<r 
Proof. With(30)andz:=(Clns+a)Pwegetfori=1,...,randa>0 
p(d!‘, > z) < Aewaa = Ae-a”“+aC’“” = 
This leads to 
m 
E max SC, = 
1QiSr s ( 
P max SC, >z 
0 1 <i<r > 
dz 
pz~(1+Inr+lns)~ , 
= J 0 P max St, > z L 1QiCr dz 
s a, <Cp(l +lnr+lns)P+r P(G,S > z)dz CJyl +hIr+1nsy 
s 
co 
d P(1 + lnr + ln~)~ + AsACr e-k”p dz, 
cy1 + Inr + Ins)P 
and after substituting z = Cp(l + lnr + ln~)~v~ we get 
E max S[, < Cp(l + lnr + Ins) p[l +As”‘:rpS:e -nc(l +kH’+lnS)Uvp- 1dv 
1 diQr 
1. 
It remains to show that the term in the brackets is uniformly bounded for all r,s > 1. Indeed, 
m co 
saCr 
s 
e -nc(l +lW+lns)Uvp- 1 & < S,tCr 
s 
e-Acvs -~cUr-~cVv~- 1 dv 
1 1 
s 
00 
< slCr e-“-~cr-~cvp- 1 dv 
1 
a: 
G 
s 
e-“vp-l dv d T(p). 0 
1 
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Moreover, we shall make use of the following general result, a proof of which can be found, e.g., 
in [23, Lemma 2, Theorem 51. 
Lemma 4.3. Let S1, SZ and S3 be polish spaces (i.e., topological spaces which are metrizable with 
a complete separable metric), and let PI, : S, x S2 x S3 + S1 x &, PZ3 : S1 x S2 x S3 + S2 x S3, 
Pi2:S1 xS2-+S2 and Pz3:S2xS3 -+ S2 denote the projections dejned by dropping one component. 
Thenfor any two measures vl2~Y(S1 x S2) and ~23~g(S2 x S3) with ~12 o(Pi’)-’ = ~23o(P$~)-~, 
i.e., with identical marginal distributions on SZ, there exists a measure ~123 E Y(Sl x S2 x S3) with 
v123 o(p12)-1 = ~12 and ~123o(P23)-~ = ~23. 
Now we can prove the estimates for the chance discretization step. 
Theorem 4.4. Let p E [2, 00) and p E Y(R) have the properties (29). Then we can dejine a q-dimen- 
sional standard Wiener process (w(t))teCto,T1 and a set of i.i.d. r.v.‘s {tti: j = 1, . . . , q; i = 1, . . . , mk; 
k =O,..., n - l} with distribution D(tyl) = p on a common probability space, such that for the 
methods (E2), (E3), (M2) and (M3) constructed with them we have: 
(a) If (Vl) and (V2) hold then 
E sup 11 j”(t) - zE(t) IlP < K 
r,Qt<T 
(1 +s”?‘. 
(b) If (Vl)-(V4) hold then 
E sup 11 j”(t) - z”(t) lip d K 
r,Qt<T 
Proof. First we consider a standard Wiener process (w(t))telto,T1 = (wl(t), . . . , wq(t))tcCt,,T1 and 
denote its increments by 
Afwj I= wj(uf) - wj(uf- 1) 
for j=l,,.., q; i= I,..., mk; k=O ,..., n - 1. Further, we denote the vectors of the normed 
increments within one interval of the coarse grid by 
Akw? a= 
J ’ 
(AlWj, . . . )  Aikwj)TE R”” 
forj= l,..., q;k=O ,..., n - 1 and gather them in the vector 
Aw*:= ((A’w:)~, (A’w?)~, . . . . (A”-‘w:)~, . . . . (A’w,*)~, (A’w,*)~, . . . . (An-l~q*)T)T. 
Hence, for the common distribution of w and Aw* we have v12 := D(w, Aw*)E~(S, x S,) where 
Sl = C([to,T]; Rd) and S2 = RqZ;:imk. Let A:= maxk=O,,,,,n_lrnk and consider a measure 
p E 9(R) with (29). Then, by Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.2, we have the existence of i.i.d. r.v.‘s 
Xl, ... 9 xh with distribution D(x,) = ,LL and of independent standard-normally distributed r.v.‘s 
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Yl, ... > yh, such that for suitable constants C, A, A > 0 which only depend on p it holds that 
( Ii 
i 
P max C x,- 1 y, aClnh+a <AePia 
lQi<h s=l s=l > 
(31) 
for all a > 0. We define for k = 0, . . . , n - 1 the joint distribution 
?,k:= o((yr, . . . , ymk, x1, . . . , X,,)T)E~([Wmk x Rmk) 
and the q-fold product measure of rk: 
t’,; := f,,k @ **’ @ ,jk E ~(~qmk x [w’““). 
Finally, we define 
V23 := qz 0 Vt 0 VlO ~~+or&E9yS2XS3), 
WhereS, = S3 = [WqEi’Arnk , its projection to P(S,) being y2 = 0 E3 h D((yr , . . . , y,,)‘) E P(S,). Then, 
by Lemma 4.3, there is a measure ~123 E P(S1 x S2 x S,) with projections v12 E B(Sr x S,) and 
~23 E P(S, x S,). We choose a random variable 
Y=(~‘,A~*,~):(~,~,P”)~S,XS,XS~ withD(y)=v123, 
~7 and Afi* being a standard Wiener process and its vector of normed increments on the grid G, 
respectively, and, thus, having the same joint distribution as (w, Aw*). For this reason we can write, 
without limitation of generality, (w, Aw*) instead of (6, A$*). 5 has the following shape: 
5:= ((5Y)T,(5:)T, ... , K’)T, ... , (#‘, <r,‘,‘, *.. 2 (r;-l)T)T 
with tf:= (151, . . . , l!mk)T, k = 0, . . . , n - 1; j = 1, . . . , q. This means, 5 consists of q 1;:: wk i.i.d. 
components, each with distribution y. For a while, let us extend the vectors 
Aw* =(Jfwj)j=~ ,..., q;k=~ ,,.., n-l;i=l,..., m, and 5 = (<!i>j=l,..., q;k=Cl,..., n-l;i=l,..., ml, 
to 
(AFwj)j=l,..., q;k=O ,._., n-l;i=l,..., A and (<!i>j=l,..., q;k=O ,,._, n-l;i=l,..., A, 
which also consist of i.i.d. components. Then, since 
D((xl, ..‘, ‘,,, y,, “‘7 y”,,)‘) = D (( tjklY*3 t;V,,kY ~A:wj,...,fiA~kwj)‘) 
(31)yieldsforallk=O ,..., n-landj=l,..., qthat 
and now we can apply Lemma 4.2 and get with mk < & < m(h)” (see (G2)) the two estimates 
(32) 
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fork=0 ,..., n-l,j=l,..., qand 
E max max 
OQkQn-1 OSiSmk 
(33) 
forj= l,..., q. Moreover, we have by construction that for k = 1, . . . , n - 1 
l&undd;q,j=l,..., q;s=l,..., m,;r=k ,..., n-l, 
are independent of the o-algebra JZZ~ generated by 
{<&,A~wj:j=l,..., q;~=l,..., m,;r=O ,..., k-l). (34) 
Now we consider w and 5, as constructed above, as well as the approximation methods (E2), (E3), 
(M2) and (M3) defined on the basis of w and 5. According to the definitions, for the estimates (a) and 
(b) only the values of the approximate solutions in the grid points of G have to be taken into 
account: 
(a) First we consider the approximate solutions (E2) and (E3) only in the grid points tk of the 
coarse subgrid of G. Then, with the notation 
AkWj:=Wj(tk+l)-Wj(tk), j= l,...,q; k=O,...,n-1, 
the definitions of (E2) and (E3) yield, with Lemma 2.1(b), for k = 0, . . . , n 
E max IljjE(tf) - zE(tf) lip < K 
OQf6k 
+ j$l EoFTrk /I fil [c.(P’(tr))ArW, - c(zE(b)) 
. *=o 
=:K D:(k) + 2 D;j(k) . 
j=l 
Now, with Lemma 2.1(b), (V2) and (Gl), it follows that for k = 0, . . . , II, 
(35) 
f-1 
D:(k) < kP- ‘LPE ,?;a, 
. \ 
C 
r-0 
h: 11 FE@,.) - zE(tr) lip < K(nh)P ; E ‘i’ 11 YE@,.) - zE(tJ ljp 
r=O 
< K. ; ‘$ E o~;:r II j”(t,) - zE(ts) IIp 
r-o ” 
and,forj=l,..., q, 
f-1 
(36) 
=:K{Dfjl(k) + Dgjz(k)}. (37) 
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Because of (34), 
f-1 
Mjl C-l-1 := C CcjGE(t*)) - oj(zE(tr))ldrwj, 
r=O 
Mj2tf):= C cj(z Ctr)) Arwj - 1;; E [ &x G]’ f=O ,..., n, 
are d-dimensional martingales w.r.t. (LZZ”)~=~,...,~, and that is why, using Corollary 2.4(b), they can 
be estimated in the following way for all j = 1, . . . , q and k = 0,. . . , n: 
k-l 
D:jl(k) < K(dk)p’2-1 C Ei II aj(FE(tr)) - oj~zE~~r~~IIPl~~wjlP}~ r=O 
Since both factors in the braces are independent (because of (34)), with (V2) and (Gl) it follows that 
k-l 
DFjl(k) < K.npi2-’ C tE II cj(FE(tr)) - oj(zE(tr)) IIPEldrwjlp> r=O 
< K.nP/2-l 
I-i1 {~~‘2E(~l~.*;l~Elli’(t,)-;‘(t,)IIp~ 
r=O 
k-l 
< K . nP/2 - 1 hP/2 
C E II YE@,) - zE(tJ II’ r=O 
d K . ; ‘2’ E o~;:r II jE(tJ - zE(t,) lip. 
r-o ” 
(38) 
Here we used that, since all (l/&)d ,w, are standard-normally distributed, all EI(l/~)d,wj(” are . 
equal to the same constant only depending on p. 
For the other summand Corollary 2.4(b), (Vl), (32) and (Gl) and (G3) yield 
Dtjz(k) d K*(dk)p’2-1 ‘il E {II cj(zE(tr)) 11’ /drwj - & ,zl t’& I’} 
r=O 
< K.nPi2--l 
h P/2 
< K.nP12-’ - 
( > m(h) 
k(1 + In m(h))P 
(1 + lnm(h))P < K 
Now, considering (35)-(39), we get for all k = 1, . . . , n that 
(39) 
E oy=k II FEtQ - zEOf) II’ d K \ . i “c’ E oy<“, II V”E(ts) - zE(ts) II’ + r-o ’ ’ 
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and with Lemma 2.5(b) we have 
E max 
OQfQfl 
11 jE(tf) - zE(tf) 11” < K (1 +S))T (40) 
In the next step we extend this estimate to the intermediate grid points u:, and we use the notation 
d~,oWj:=Wj(~~)-Wj(~~),~=l,...,~;k=O,...,~-l;i=l~...~ f?Ik: 
E max max 11 j7”(uf) - z”(uf) lip 
OSkSn-1 OCiSmk 
E ,<y=_ 1 11 FE&) - zE(tk) 11’ + E maX maX hk* & (b( FE&)) - b(zE(tk))) ’ . . OQkCn-1 OQiCmk II . 
+ 2 E max max cj(FE(tk))df,OWj - Cj(ZE(tk)) 
j=l OCkQn-1 OQiQmk /I 
=:K E 
i 
OQkQn_l lIV”E(tk) -zE(tk)llP f 0: + 5 max DFj . 
j=l 
Here, (V2) implies 
0: < K.hPEo<~~;_i IIjjE(tk) - zE(tk)IIP. 
. . 
On the other hand, we have for all j = 1, . . . , q that 
DFj< K E max max 
O$kQn-1 OQiSm,. 
II [“j(?E(tk)) - ~j;.(ZE(tk))ld!,OWj II’ 
(41) 
(42) 
=: K{Dtjl + DFj2). 
Further, using (V2), the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, (40), Lemma 3.3 and (Gl), we get 
(43) 
Dtjl < E o<~~~_-l 
. . 
Il~j(~E(tk))-~j(ZE(tk))l~p)(O~~~~_l oyzm 
L 
IA!,Owjlp)} 
(44) 
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since h( 1 + In n) d K * h( 1 + h&4/h)) < K for h E (0, T - to]. This estimate was done so roughly 
since, for the final result, here a better estimate than in (40) does not pay. This consideration applies 
also to the following estimate: With (Vl), (G3), (33) and (Gl) it follows that 
Pi2 
(l+lnn+lnm(h))P<K 
<K(‘+s)‘. 
The last step is implied by 
l+ln~+ln6< 1 +lny+ln6+lnyln6 
J-- Y6 ’ J- Y6 
=(Y)(l$d) 
<$(l y) for all real y, 6 > 1. 
(45) 
(46) 
Now it follows from (41)-(45) that 
E max max 11 jj”(uf) - z”(uf) Ilp < K 
06kCn-1 O<idmx 
EO<y;_ 1 IIFE(tk) - zE(tk) II’ + 
. . 
(’ +Z”))P], 
and with (40) we get assertion (a). 
(b) The formulae (M2) and (M3) yield, with Lemma 2.1(b), for all k = 0, . . . , n, 
35 oy;k II y”“(tf) - Z”@f) IIP . . 
d K E ,y;, II @FM(Q) - &z”VfN IIp . . 
=:K D?(k)+ i Dyj(k)+ $ ,E D~j,(k) , (47) 
j=l .l.s - 1 
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where 6 := b - $x4= I aJoj is Lipschitz continuous because of (Vl)-(V3). Now we get, analogously 
totheestimatesofD~(k)andD~j(k),forallk=l,...,nandj=l,...,q, 
(48) 
(49) 
The third kind of summands can be estimated for k = 1, . . . , n and j, g = 1, . . . , q by 
I/ f-1 +E max Pzo (c>cg)(z”(&)) A,wjA,wg -b z 5:s F t& ’ OQfQk rs-1 s=1 III =:K{D!‘jgl(k) + DYjg2(k)}. (50) 
Since all cr>o, are Lipschitz continuous because of (Vl)-(V3) we get with Lemma 2.1(b) and the 
martingale property of JM and zM that 
f-1 
DYjgl(k) G K.Eo~;lk f”-’ C II j”(tr) - ~“~~~~llpl~~~~lPI~~~~IP . . r=O 
k-l 
< K.nP-l 1 E II EM - z”(f,) ll”&‘E 
r=O 
Taking into account that all (l/&)d,Wj (r = 0,. . . , II - 1; j = 1, . . . , q) are independent and 
standard-normally distributed, the last expectation, for j = g as well as for j # g (then writing it as 
the product of the expectations of both factors), turns out to be a constant only depending on p. 
Thus, with (Gl) we get 
D”;“jgl(k) < K *nPhP i ‘il E II y”(t,) - Z”(t,) 11’ 
r-0 
< K . i ‘$ E ok;;, II Y”(ts) - z”@s) II’. 
r-o ” 
In the sequel we will use for every j = 1, . . . , q and r = 0, . . . , n - 1 the notation 
(51) 
Ar5j := J(h,lm,) 17: 1 trs. 
The boundedness of 030, and Lemma 2.1 (b) yield 
f-1 
o!‘j,z(k) d E om~zk f”- ’ C II (~)~g)(z”(h)) IIpIArwjArwg - ArtjArS, I’ . . r=O 
n-l 
< K*nP-’ C ElArwjArwg - Ar5jAr5gIp* 
r=O 
(52) 
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Using Lemma 2.1(b) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we get 
ElA,wjA,wg - A,SjA,cgl’ 
d K(E{lA,wj - A,SjlplA,wglp) + E(JA,Ej - A,wjlplA,wg - A,t,I’} 
+ E{lArwjl”lArwg - Ar5gl”)) 
+ (Arwj - Artj) 
J- 
E 
I 
r I$ Arwgr]lli 
I (A,w, - A,5,) 2p ‘I2 
J- f II 
2P 112 
rwg - Art,) II > . 
Since all (l/&)A,Wj are standard-normally distributed, we obtain with (32) and (G3) that 
ElA,wjA,wg - A,tjA,sgI’,< K.h,P(l + lnm(h))P ’ < K*h/‘2(1 + lnm(h))P ‘, 
i.e., with (52) and (Gl) we have 
Dyjgz(k) < K * nphpi2(1 + lnm(h))P (&)k(‘+~h))Y 
Now, (47)-(51) and (53) yield for every k = 0, . . . , II, 
E ,y;, II FM($) - z”tQ lip d K . . ; ‘i’ E oyf:, II y”“(t,) - z”(t,) lip + r-o ” 
Thus, with Lemma 2.5(b) it follows that 
E maX 11 FM(&) - z”(tk) 11’ < K 
O<k<n 
(53) 
(54) 
It remains to extend this estimate to the intermediate grid points u:. After introducing the notation 
Afcj := forj= l,..., 4; i= I,..., mk; k=O ,..., n-1, 
we get with the definitions of the methods (M2) and (M3) and with Lemma 2.1(b) that 
E max max I( jj”(uf) - .z”(uf) lip 
OSkdn-lOdi6mx 
Odk~~_l iiy”“(tk) - z”@k)I/’ + E max max max 
OQkdn-1 OQiQmx 0 . 
hk*; @(FM@,)) - 6(z"@k))l ' 
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+ f E max max II aj(.FM(tk))df,Owj - cj(ZM(tk))dftj II’ 
j=l O<k<n- 1 OQiGmx 
4 
+ C E max max 11 (c)og)(.?M(tk))dk t,Owjdf,Owg - (~3°,)(zM(tk))d~~jd~S, 11’ 
j,g=l OQkSn-1 O<i<mr 
=: K Eo<y:f_I IIF”(tk) - z”(tk) 11’ + oy + i o”;‘j + $ oyjg . 
. . j=l j,g=l 
(55) 
Because of the Lipschitz continuity of 8 and using (54), we can obtain, the same way as the estimates 
for Df and DFj ((42)-(45)), the following estimates: 
D~j~K(“~h)~ forallj=l,...,q. 
(56) 
(57) 
For Dsg, j,g= l,..., 4, using the Lipschitz continuity and boundedness of CT>O~, taking the 
maxima for each factor and using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality twice, we get 
DE9 G K E max max [ lI(4~g)W”(tk)) - (@g)(z”@k)) IIpI~~,oWjIpI~~,oWgIpI 
OQkGn-1 OQiGm, 
+ E max max 
O$k<n-1 OQiCm, 
[ iI (“;$)(zM(tk)) 
<K E max O<k<n_l lIV”“(tk) -ZM(Lk)l12p)1’2 (Eo<y>f_l ,zyrn 
. . . . i 
ldf,0wj~4p)1’4 
> 114 max max Id~,ow,14p OGkQn- 1 O<iSm, 
+E max max Id~,OWjdf,OWg - AfCdf<glP}. 
OCkSn-1 OQiGmx 
Lemma 3.3 and (33) yield for j = 1, . . . , q and p > 2 the estimates 
E max max Id~,oWj(” < K(p). h”‘2(1 + lnrz)“‘2 < K(D) 
OQkQn-1 OSiQmt 
E max max Id~,oWj - d:cj(” <K(p) 
OSkCn- 1 O<iSmr 
Pi2 
(1 + In IZ + In m(h))p 
d K(D) 
(58) 
(59) 
(60) 
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Then, Lemma 2.1(b), the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, (59) and (60) imply that for j, g = 1, . . . ,q we 
have 
E max max 1 Af,~wjAf,~wg - At<jAfSgIP 
OQkQn- 1 OQiSmk 
max max (IAf,oWj - Af~jlplAf,oWglp) 
O<k<n-1 O<iSmr 
+ E max max (IAfcj - A~+oWjlplA~,owg - Af~,l”) 
OQkbn-1 O<i6mx 
+E max max (I~~,oWjlpl~!,o~g - A!5,1”) 
OQkQn-1 OQi<mh 
d K E max max IA~,oWj - A:~j12’ E max 
OQkSn-1 OQi<mx 
max I A~,owg~2p 
112 
OSkQn- 1 O<i<m,, 
max max IAf~j - A~,oWjlzp E max 
O<k<n-1 OSiQmr, 
max IAf,owg - Af&12p 
l/2 
04kQn-1 OCiGmx 
max max I A:oWj12’ E max 
OSkQn-1 OSi<m 
max jAf,owg - Af&12p 
Odk<n-1 O<iQmr 
<K(l +zh)r (61) 
for the last step taking into account (46) and that (1 + In x)/x and (1 + In x)/d are bounded for all 
x 2 1. Thus, (58), (59) and (61) yield for all j, g = 1, . . . , q, 
Dyjg < K 
K 
E O~kQn_l IIF”ttk) -ZM(tk)~/ip)1’2 (p>” + (’ +sh’)‘}. max 
Finally, from (55)-(57), (62) and (54) we can conclude that 
E max max IIy”“(u:) - z”(uf)lIp 
OQkdn- 1 OSi<m 
<K E 
1 
O~k~n_l Ib”6k) - z”(tk)IIP + (E max o <yz”_ 1 I/ F”@k) - z”(tk) IIzp)“’ 
+ (1 +s”‘J] 
<K(l +sr, 
and assertion (b) follows. 0 
(62) 
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5. Tuning of time and chance discretization. Main results 
The main results of the preceding three sections (Theorems 2.6, 3.4 and 4.4) yield the following 
theorem which gives bounds for the LP-norm of the differences between the exact solution x of (I) 
and the approximate solutions zE and zM defined in (E3) and (M3). Again, as in Theorem 4.4, this is 
a result in the weak sense. 
Theorem 5.1. Let PE [2, co) and ACNE have the properties (29). Then we can dejine a q-dimen- 
sional standard Wiener process (w(t))teCto,T1 and a set of i.i.d. r.v.‘s (t$i: j = 1, . . . , q; i = 1, . . . , mk; 
k = 0, . . . , n - l} with distribution D(cyl) = p on a common probability space, such that for (I) and 
the methods (E3) and (M3) constructed with them we have: 
(a) If (Vl) and (V2) hold then 
E,,:wT II x(t) - ZEN lIP d 
(b) If (Vl)-(V4) hold then 
E,,sgr II x(t) - z”(t) IIP G 
Proof. To show that both assertions (a) and (b) follow from the Theorems 2.6,3.4 and 4.4 it suffices 
to verify that 
$(l +ln(T))<K(’ +sh)y. 
But this follows easily from (46) for y = l/h > 1 (because of (Gl)) and 6 = m(h) 2 1. 0 
Since Theorem 5.1 provides results in the weak sense, it is appropriate to formulate it as an 
estimate for the Lp Wasserstein metric between the distributions of the exact solution and the 
approximate solutions: 
Corollary 5.2. Let PE Cl, 00) and y ES(R) have the properties (29). Moreover, let (w(t))tELtO,TI be 
a q-dimensional standard Wiener process and {{$i: j = 1,. . . , q; i = 1,. . . , mk; k = 0, . . . , n - l} a set 
of i.i.d. r.v.‘s with distribution D(cyI) = p. Thenfor (I) and the methods (E3) and (M3) constructed with 
them we have: 
(a) If (Vl) and (V2) hold then 
W,(D(x), D(zE)) < K hl” + 
(b) 1f (Vl)-(V4) hold then 
W,(D(x), D(z”)) d K h + 
1 + lnm(h) 
> J;no’ 
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Proof. For PE [2, co) the assertions follow directly from Theorem 5.1 and after applying 
Lemma 2.2 to the right-hand sides. Then the assertions are also true for p E [l, 2), since W,, < W,, 
for 1 d p1 < p2 <cc (see [7]). 0 
The estimates in Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.2 give convergence rates w.r.t. h for the methods 
(E3) and (M3) and f or any grid sequence in 9(m, A, a, fl). These rates consist of two summands, one 
depending on h and the other depending on m(h), representing the rates of time and chance 
discretization, respectively. Obviously it is not desirable that one of both summands converges 
faster than the other for this would only increase the costs in relation to the effect. Namely, if the 
second summand converges faster than the first, this would mean that m(h) increases too fast and 
consequently-because of (G3)-to have too small step sizes of the whole fine grid, i.e., to have too 
many points uf in relation to the tk in each grid and therefore to use a random number generator 
too often. If the first summand converges faster than the second, then m(h) increases too slowly, i.e., 
the intervals [tk, tk+ 1 ] do not have enough intermediate grid points uf, such that the chance 
discretization does not keep up with the time discretization. Therefore, it is desirable to tune the 
rates of both summands, i.e., to equal the powers of h in both summands. This means to choose 
m(h) to be increasing like l/h for method (E3) and like l/h2 for the method (M3). In this way we get 
the following two corollaries immediately from Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.2. 
Corollary 5.3. Let pi [2, co) and ,u~ P(R) have the properties (29). Then we can construct the 
solutions in (I), (E3), and (M3) on a common probability space (as in Theorem 5.1) such that we have: 
(a) Zf (Vl) and (V2) hold and max{supoiSS1 sm(s), supolSG 1 (l/sm(s))} < K then 
E sup 11 x(t) - zE(t) lip < K. hp’2(1 - In h)P. 
to<l<r 
(b) If (Vl)-(V4) hold and max{supo<SSl s’m(s), SUP~<~~ 1 (l/s2m(s))} d K then 
E sup 11x(t) - z”(t)Ilp d K.hP(l - lnh)P. 
t,<r<T 
Corollary 5.4. Under the general assumptions in Corollary 5.2 we have: 
(a) 1. (Vl) and (V2) hold and max{supo<S61 sm(s), supo<SGl (l/sm(s))} < K then 
W’,(D(x),D(zE)) d K.h”‘(l - lnh). 
(b) 1. (Vl)-(V4) hold and max{supo<S~l s2m(s), sup0,,~,(1/s2m(s))} < K then 
W,(D(x), D(z”)) < K. h(1 - In h). 
Thus, given a grid sequence in %(m, A, a, /I) with h + 0 and using the metric W,, we have under 
the assumptions of Corollary 5.4(a) for the method (E3) the convergence rate O(h”‘(1 - In h)) w.r.t. 
the maximal step sizes h of the coarse subgrids and the convergence rate O((h/m(h))“4 
(1 - Wh/m(h)))) w.r.t. the maximal step sizes h/m(h) of the whole fine grids and the convergence 
rate O(N-“4(1 + In N)) w.r.t. the number N of all gridpoints of the whole fine grids. Analogously, 
under the assumptions of Corollary 5.4(b) we have for the method (M3) the convergence rates 
O(h(1 - In h)), 0((h/m(h))1’3(1 - ln(h/m(h)))), and O(N-“3(1 + In N)). Theorem 1.1 deals with the 
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method (E3) in the case of m(h) - 1 and equidistant grids, and it yields at most the convergence rate 
O(N-“6(ln N)“) ( E > 4). Kanagawa’s result [lo] does not follow from the results proved here and 
was proved using different tools and different assumptions. Our methods (E3) and (M3) yield better 
orders (essentially N-ii4 and N- i13) than Kanagawa’s method (K) (essentially N-i16). Moreover, 
(E3) and (M3) need to compute the coefficients b and CJ only in a small part of the N grid points, 
namely the points tk of the coarse subgrids, whereas (K) requires the computation of the coefficients 
in all N grid points. This shows that (E3) and (M3) have also lower costs than (K) for the same N. If 
we take in the grids for (E3), (M3), and (K) the same numbers n of “expensive” grid points (i.e., 
points where b and Q have to be computed) or the same corresponding maximal step sizes h, then 
the orders of (E3), (M3), and (K) are essentially n-‘/2, n-‘, and n-116 = NV116 (or h’12, h, and h1/6), 
which makes the different convergence rates more significant. 
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